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Appalachian Horse Revival 2020 Canceled
Morehead State’s 2020 Appalachian Horse Revival has been canceled due to COVID-19 restrictions.
Last year’s inaugural event drew hundreds of equine enthusiasts from all over the world. The one-of-a-kind
event featured dozens of horse breeds native to Kentucky and Appalachia, including Kentucky Mountain
Saddle, Paso Fino, Smokey Valley, Tennessee Walking, Rocky Mountain and Spotted Saddle horses. MSU has
hosted horse shows since 1966, but this was the first to feature this variety of breeds in competition for the
“King of the Mountain Grand Champion” title. In addition to the nearly 100 equestrian competitions, the
show also featured a vendor fair and live music.
“We are excited for the next opportunity to host this unique event,” said MSU Farm Manager Joe Fraley. “Our
intention is to host it again in spring 2021 on Memorial Day weekend. We appreciate the continued support of
the equestrian community and our sponsors.”
Those who have made donations to the 2020 horse show should contact the Department of Agricultural
Sciences to hold the funds for the spring show or to make other arrangements.
For information about equestrian programs at MSU, visit www.moreheadstate.edu/agriculture,
email agsi@moreheadstate.edu or call 606-783-2662.
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MSU’s Inscape literary and arts journal seeks submissions for 2020-21 edition
Morehead State University students and alumni who have a way with words or a passion for creating visual
art will once again have a great opportunity to showcase their work.
Inscape, Morehead State University’s juried literary and visual art journal, is accepting
submissions. Competitions are being held for the best cover design, the best visual art and best in writing. The
deadline to submit work is January 22, 2021.
Prizes are being offered in both visual art competitions, with the first-place prize of $100 for the selected cover
design. A $100 award will be given for the best artwork submitted for inclusion in the publication. Second, third
and honorable mention prizes of $75, $50 and $25, respectively, will also be awarded. You must be an MSU
student to enter the visual art competitions.
Students and alumni may submit poetry, fiction or creative nonfiction for inclusion in the publication. For the
2020-21 Inscape, most of the art and written work will have been developed during quarantine during the
COVID-19 pandemic, making it a unique edition.
Prizes of $100 for first place will be awarded in the poetry, fiction and creative nonfiction categories. You must
be an MSU student to be awarded a literary prize, but submissions for inclusion in the magazine are also open
to non-students.
Inscape is an annual, student-led MSU publication with a long history of cutting edge visual and literary art.
Media and genres of work range from prose, poetry, short story, long narrative, nonfiction and creative essays
to photography, printmaking, painting, design, drawing, illustration, digital art, mixed media, pottery and
sculpture.
“Inscape has a six-decade history at MSU as a student-led, interdisciplinary publication with the editors
consisting of our students. The majority, if not all, of the annual contributors are students, and occasionally
alums, from a variety of majors, minors and graduate programs,” said Elizabeth Mesa-Gaido, professor of art at
Morehead State University. “Inscape is a phenomenal opportunity for MSU students to have their literary and
visual works published in a professional journal at the start of their emerging careers as scholars and
creatives.”
The publication is coordinated by the Departments of Art & Design and English. Additional information,
a complete list of guidelines on the competitions and information on ways to support Inscape are
available at www.moreheadstate.edu/inscape.

For more information on MSU’s Department of Art & Design, call 606-783-2766 or
visit www.moreheadstate.edu/art. To learn about MSU’s Department of English, call 606-783-9448 or go
to www.moreheadstate.edu/english.
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Linda D. Thacker Scholarship established
The Morehead State University Foundation has announced the establishment of the Linda D. Thacker
Scholarship, a fund to benefit Morehead State University students.
“The goal of the Linda D. Thacker Scholarship is to support students from Pike County and the neighboring
counties in Eastern Kentucky who want to attend college but may need extra financial assistance to do so,”
Thacker said.
The scholarship was created in honor of Linda D. Thacker (82, 92). Thacker earned a Bachelor of Arts in Art
from MSU in 1982 and later returned to MSU to earn a Master of Arts in Art in 1992.
Recipients of the scholarship will be incoming freshmen from Eastern Kentucky, with a preference given to
students from Pike County.
“Coming from this close-knit community where everybody has strong connections formed at school, church and
work, and people really care for one another, it’s hard to pull yourself away to attend college. My husband, Eric
Howard (81), came up with the idea for the scholarship and I think it is a wonderful way to give back to the
community of people I love so much,” Thacker said. “There is a wealth of talent in Eastern Kentucky. If we can
help students tap into their talents and realize their dreams of what they can become, then our goal has been
accomplished.”
Students interested in applying to this scholarship, along with other privately funded scholarships managed by
the MSU Foundation, should visit the online scholarship application at moreheadstate.awardspring.com.
For more information on this scholarship, or to establish your own, contact MSU’s Office of Alumni Relations
and Development at 606-783-2033, email giving@moreheadstate.edu or visit alumni.moreheadstate.edu.
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Schack named 2020-21 ARC Appalachian Leadership Institute Fellow
Dr. Edna Schack, professor of education at Morehead State University and co-director of MSUTeach, has
been named one of the Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC) Appalachian Leadership Institute (ALI)
Fellows for 2020-21.
“We are so proud that Dr. Schack will represent Morehead State University, the Ernst and Sara
Lane Volgenau College of Education, and our region in the ALI program,” said Dr. Antony Norman, dean of
the Volgenau College of Education. “Edna’s recent efforts to increase the number of math and science teachers
MSU prepares are just one indicator of her heart for, and lifelong career dedicated to, our region. I am excited
about Edna’s opportunity to more fully develop her leadership skills toward garnering additional resources and
solidifying partnerships that will empower the people and communities of Appalachia to thrive and prosper.”
Schack is one of 40 professionals participating in the second class of the ALI who live and/or work in a 13-state
Appalachian region. Fellows work in a variety of professions in both the public and private sectors. Each fellow
participates in a nine-month series of seminars beginning virtually from mid-October through July 2021.
Seminars will feature regional experts, case study analysis and peer-to-peer training on topics ranging from
leadership skills to grant writing and designing economic project proposals.
Schack said her journey has already begun. She received her first reading assignment, “Uneven Ground:
Appalachia Since 1945” by Ronald D. Eller, which she said has pushed her to reach out to colleagues who are
scholars of the history of Appalachia, economics and sociology. She said she is looking forward to immersing
herself in the ALI Fellows experience and using what she learns to continue to positively impact her field and
her region.
“My participation in the Appalachian Leadership Institute will enable me to integrate my commitments to my
community, my region and my profession of mathematics teacher education,” Schack said. “Learning and
teaching are the center of my life. Thus, I am equipped to learn new tools, ideas and knowledge from the
Appalachian Leadership Institute and bring those to my community through my skills as a teacher. I am
interested in expanding my leadership skills to build strong coalitions among higher education, public schools,
community agencies and others to spur equitable education for all, which is a foundation of economic
development.”
Morehead State University’s Volgenau College of Education offers a reduced tuition rate to all
Kentucky schoolteachers and other educators enrolled in courses within our College of Education. For more
details on the reduced tuition offer, visit www.moreheadstate.edu/kyeducators.

For more information about the Volgenau College of Education and its programs, call 606-783-2162 or
visit www.moreheadstate.edu/education.
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Sexton named VISTA Director of Gateway House
Andrew Sexton (20), Morehead State University alumnus and graduate student in MSU’s Master of Public
Administration program, was recently named the VISTA Coordinator of Gateway Homeless Coalition (GHC),
commonly known as Gateway House. Gateway House is a Morehead-based homeless shelter serving Bath,
Morgan, Montgomery, Menifee and Rowan Counties.
Sexton, a Morehead native who earned bachelor’s degrees in psychology and Spanish from MSU, had several
connections to Gateway House before taking on his current role. His older sister, Amber Sexton (14),
volunteered there during her undergraduate years at MSU. As a former representative for MSU’s Student
Government Association, he helped lead an effort to partner with Gateway House for Challenge for Change, a
community service event involving over 100 students who contributed over 1,400 hours of community service
in 24 hours. The Gateway House also happened to be the former childhood home of his former
advisor Melisa McBrayer Patrick (83), MSU student services and outreach coordinator, who worked with
Sexton on several projects while he was an MSU student.
“I knew that GHC seemed a good fit for me, so I contacted Marilyn Smith and Paul Semisch, executive and
associate directors, respectively. I got in touch with them as soon as I knew I wanted to work with them,”
Sexton said. “In the end, I was approved and accepted for the year-long position for GHC.”
Sexton said his service project mainly involves capacity building while reducing and eventually eliminating
poverty in the Gateway House service region. In his current role, he focuses on strengthening the resources used
by Gateway House through inter-agency partnerships, social media and engagement with donors. He has also
produced one video and plans to release more videos on special topics related to homelessness as a means of
educating others without meeting them face-to-face due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
“The work that I do helps my coworkers accomplish what they need to do,” Sexton said. “Every day is different
for me because my service is determined by the changing needs of shelter residents and staff. I find that the
most fulfilling part of my service is in educating others about the needs and desires of the homeless population
specific to the Gateway Service region.”
The Gateway House is always accepting financial or in-kind donations to further the mission of the
organization. More information can be found at www.gatewayhouseky.org or by following our Facebook page
“Gateway House.”
To learn more about programs in MSU’s Department of
Psychology, visit www.moreheadstate.edu/psychology or call 606-783-2981.

Students interested in MSU’s Master of Public Administration program can
visit www.moreheadstate.edu/study/mpa, email
hpil@moreheadstate.edu or call 606-783-2655.
For more information about Spanish programs at MSU, contact the Department of English, Communication,
Media and Languages at cml@moreheadstate.edu, 606-783-2134 or visit www.moreheadstate.edu/cml.
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MSU announces candidates for 2020 Homecoming Court
Every October, Eagles from far and wide return to their beloved alma mater for MSU’s Homecoming Weekend.
While that changes in 2020 with MSU’s entirely virtual “HoCO @Home” celebration, a highlight will still
include the crowning of the Homecoming Queen and King.
The ceremony takes place online at 11:30 a.m. Friday, Oct. 16.
2020 Homecoming Court:
Queen Candidates:
•
•
•
•
•

McKenzie Bentley is a senior biomedical sciences/pre-medicine major from Kimper. Her parents are
Elizabeth and Blake Bentley. She is sponsored by Delta Gamma Sorority.
Elissa Craig is a senior marketing major from Walton. Her parents are Jennifer and Shannon Craig. She
is sponsored by the Student Government Association.
Kallie Hellard is a senior legal studies and strategic communication major from Lexington. Her parents
are Caroline and Josh Hellard. She is sponsored by Delta Zeta Sorority.
Lacy Mortimer is a senior biomedical sciences major from Salyersville. Her parents are Angie and Ritter
Mortimer. She is sponsored by Delta Tau Delta Fraternity.
Kaitlyn Rose is a junior exercise science/pre-physical therapy major from Campton. Her parents are
Cassie and Eddie Rose. She is sponsored by Kappa Delta Sorority.

King Candidates:
•
•
•
•
•

Andrew Bray is a senior biomedical science/pre-physical therapy major from Harrodsburg. His parents
are Georgiana and William Bray. He is sponsored by the Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity.
Luke Kirk is a senior biomedical sciences major from Cattletsburg. His parents are Tiffany and Austin
Kirk. He is sponsored by Chi Omega Sorority.
Daniel Mink is a senior biomedical sciences major from Somerset. His parents are Darla and Mike Mink.
He is sponsored by Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity.
Darby Pillow is a senior exercise science/pre-physical therapy major from Chillicothe, Ohio. His parents
are Kelly Holdren-Pillow and Daryl Pillow. He is sponsored by Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity.
Connor Tilford is a senior business management major and French minor from Paducah. His parents
are Kristen and Russ Tilford. He is sponsored by Delta Tau Delta Fraternity.

Students may vote for Queen and King on Oct. 12 and 13. Voting is online and students should check their
MSU email for a ballot. They will cast one vote for Queen and one for King. Voting will begin at 12:01 a.m. on
Oct. 12 and will end at 11:59 p.m. on Oct. 13. Students who do not receive a ballot should contact Shannon
Colvin, associate director for the Office of Student Activities, at 606-783-2886
or s.colvin@moreheadstate.edu.
For a full schedule of student activities, visit www.moreheadstate.edu/homecoming or contact the Campus
Activities Board at cab@moreheadstate.edu or 606-783-2071
To learn more about MSU “HoCo @Home” activities for alumni and friends,
visit alumni.moreheadstate.edu/homecoming or contact the Office of Alumni Relations and Development at
800-783-ALUM (2586) or alumni@moreheadstate.edu.
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MSU mourns the death of Kermit Vencill
The MSU community is mourning the loss of Kermit Lewis Vencill II, who died Tuesday, October 6, at the age of 44.
Born April 2, 1976, in Kettering, Ohio, he is the son of Sue McMillan Vencill of Morehead and the late Kermit Lewis
“Sonny” Vencill.
Vencill was a library specialist at the Camden-Carroll Library. He began his career at MSU in 2008, working for several
years in access services where he assisted students, faculty, and staff. He also had responsibilities in circulation services
to help patrons with their library needs. He managed the library hold shelf, the library book exchange shelves, and the
recreational reading collection, as well as other tasks and responsibilities. In 2014, Vencill moved to the acquisitions
department of the Library. As a part this service, he assisted in finding and purchasing books and materials requested by
faculty, staff and students, sending those materials to cataloging to be processed and accepted and reported gift
materials for the library. Additionally, he also advised the head of acquisitions and the dean on materials that would be
helpful purchases for the library.
Vencill was a member of the Morehead First Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) and a member of Soldier Masonic
Lodge No. 708.
In addition to his mother, he is survived by his wife, Laura Rucker; sister, Sarah Lynnette Vencill (Brooke Hardin), five
nieces and nephews and a host of cousins, aunts, uncles and friends.
Visitation will be Saturday, October 10, from 1 to 2:30 p.m. at Northcutt & Son Home for Funerals in Morehead. Masonic
rites will be held at 2:30 p.m. and a celebration of life will be held at 3 p.m. The service will be live streamed on the
Northcutt & Son Home for Funerals Facebook page. Interment will be in Brown Cemetery.
For more information, visit www.northcuttandson.com/obituary/Kermit-VencillII.
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MSU "HoCo @Home” Homecoming celebration will be a virtual return for Eagles
While Morehead State University’s annual Homecoming celebration will look different this year due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, the spirit of the celebration will remain the same for both current students and proud
alumni.
MSU Homecoming 2020, themed “HoCo @Home,” is an entirely online Homecoming experience with events
taking place from Oct. 12 through Oct. 17. Students, faculty, staff, alumni and friends of the University will be
participating virtually in numerous events and festivities to celebrate all things MSU.
The Campus Activities Board (CAB) will be sponsoring several Homecoming-related activities for faculty, staff
and students to show their support for the blue and gold. These events include virtual costume contests, a virtual
comedian, a virtual concert and more.
For a full schedule of activities sponsored by CAB, visit www.moreheadstate.edu/homecoming.
The traditional crowning of the Homecoming King and Queen will take place on Friday, Oct. 16, at 11:30 a.m.
and will be live streamed on MSU’s Facebook Page.
VIEW HOMECOMING COURT.
The Office of Alumni Relations and Development will be sponsoring a variety of Homecoming-related
activities specifically for alumni. These events include:
•
•
•
•
•

Trivia night and decades reunions via Zoom
Virtual campus tours
“Home-gate” promotion featuring a digital cookbook with recipes from MSU coaches, staff and alumni
HoCo @Home Bucket List
Coloring contest for future Eagles

To learn more about MSU “HoCo @Home” activities for alumni and friends,
visit alumni.moreheadstate.edu/homecoming.
The MSU Alumni Association will also be recognizing a variety of alumni throughout the week. Recipients of
the Eagle Spirt Award, Notable Alumni Award and inductees into the MSU Alumni Hall of Fame will all be
spotlighted in various ways. These honorees will also be recognized in person at the annual Homecoming

banquet during Homecoming 2021. For more information on the 2020
honorees, visit alumni.moreheadstate.edu/awards.
For additional information on participating in alumni events, contact the Office of Alumni Relations and
Development at 800-783-ALUM (2586), alumni@moreheadstate.edu or
visit www.moreheadstate.edu/alumni.
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Dr. Marshall Banks dies at 80
Morehead State University is mourning the passing of alumnus and former track and field coach Dr. Marshall
Banks, who died Tuesday, Oct. 6, at 80.
After attending Booker T. Washington High School in Ashland, Banks enrolled at Morehead State in 1958. He
was a member of the Eagle basketball team, earning financial aid from the school as the first Black athlete to
be awarded financial aid at MSU and in the Ohio Valley Conference (OVC). He played basketball for a year and
a half before joining the track and field program, becoming an All-OVC performer.
Banks graduated with a bachelor's degree from Morehead State in 1962 and was a Dean's List student all four
years. He made OVC history again in 1966 when he returned to his alma mater to be the head coach of the
track and field program, thus becoming the first Black head coach in the OVC.
Inducted into MSU's Athletics Hall of Fame in 1987, he was awarded an honorary doctorate in 1998. Banks
received the University's Founder's Day Award in 2008.
Banks earned a master's degree from the University of Illinois in 1963, where he also served as an assistant
track and field coach while working on his doctorate, which he earned in 1973.
Banks served as associate professor in the Recreation Education Department at the State University of New
York (SUNY)-Cortland in 1973 and 1974 and then was an associate professor in the Department of Physical
Education and Recreation at the University of Colorado from 1974-78.
At Howard University in Washington, D.C., he held a tenured position and was chairman of the Department of
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation for two terms, 1978-89 and 1993-99. After 34 years of service, he
retired from Howard in 2012 as a professor emeritus.
Banks is survived by his wife of 31 years, Dorothy Banks; a former wife, Sandra Banks; a son, Anthony (Marisa)
Banks of Texas, a daughter, Carol (Alexander) Bane of Colorado; two granddaughters, Michaela and Bianca
Banks of Texas; his brother, Reece (Lena) Banks of Texas and a sister-in-law, Mary Banks.
A celebration of life will be scheduled at a later date. In lieu of flowers, donations may be sent to the American
Heart Association.
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Keibler takes MSU lessons to role at Wayne State University
Dr. Michael Keibler (20) is making a positive impact at Wayne State University in Wayne, Nebraska, as the executive
director of cooperation education and industry liaison. Keibler, who graduated with his Doctorate in Education (Ed.D.)
specializing in Adult and Higher Education Leadership from Morehead State University this past spring, recently helped
create the Career Scholarship Program. This new program provides funding for student support to grow Nebraska’s
workforce in promising, high-demand career fields.
“By far – it’s working directly with my students. This is a unique position where the students are with me from freshman
to senior years, which allows me an opportunity to watch them mature, learn, and find their way on this employability
journey,” Keibler said when discussing the most fulfilling parts of his job. “Secondary, working with like-minded
leadership and community leaders who share a common vision, encourage innovation and work with the same goal in
mind…graduating career-ready students.”
The native of Floyd Knobs, Indiana, holds bachelor’s and master’s degrees from the University of Louisville (UofL) in
organizational development and worked for UofL in various career development roles for 11 years. He said he decided to
enroll in MSU’s Ed.D. program because of its flexibility as an online program and an educational experience that aligned
with his career goals.
“MSU comes highly ranked and has one of the most affordable Ed.D. programs nationwide. Cost, convenience and career
readiness…it was an easy decision for me,” Keibler said. “I enjoyed the challenge and pace, but the collaboration with the
professors and the ability to learn from their experiences made it rich. At this level of education, it becomes a personal
journey, not only to become academically accomplished but to investigate and find what you are passionate about in life. I
found out my passion is working higher education.”
Keibler said what has been crucial in implementing this new program at Wayne State University was the knowledge and
skills he attained earning his Ed.D. at MSU.
“I find myself leaning on many of the competencies gained from the program. Two key takeaways come to mind – the
ability to critically think and the ability to apply what I’ve learned,” he said. “Launching this new program demands that
you hold a multitude of skills and requires you to critically think about sustainability, scalability and culture, and then be
able to apply them directly into learning outcomes and instructional methods. The capstone project was foundational in
preparing me for this role, from learning how to research to collaboration to program needs assessment.”
For more information on the Ed.D. program, contact Foundational and Graduate Studies in Education at 606-783-2261,
email fgse@moreheadstate.edu or visit www.moreheadstate.edu/study/edd.
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MSU alum Terry McBrayer dies at 83
Morehead State University is mourning the passing of alumnus, attorney and long-time public servant Terry
McBrayer (59), who died Sunday, Oct. 11, at 83.
As an MSU student, McBrayer earned a Bachelor of Science in Business Administration in 1959 before
enrolling in law school at the University of Louisville (UofL). On his way to graduating from UofL law school
in 1963, he gained an interest in politics and volunteered to help with John F. Kennedy’s 1960 presidential
election campaign.
McBrayer returned to his hometown of Greenup, Kentucky, where he started his law practice that eventually
grew into the eighth largest firm in the Commonwealth. He decided to run to represent Greenup County in the
Kentucky House of Representatives and won the election, serving from 1966 to 1972. While there, he served in
the leadership roles of House Speaker Pro Tempore and Majority Floor Leader. In 1995, he was elected
chairman of the Kentucky Democratic Party and was an active member of the Democratic National Committee
for more than 15 years.
McBrayer later went on to be a founding fellow of the State Capital Group, a network of more than 145
independent law firms in every state capital and countries worldwide.
Morehead State recognized McBrayer’s accomplishments by inducting him into the MSU Alumni Hall of Fame
in 1966 and later awarding him an honorary doctorate in 1975. In 2018, McBrayer donated $100,000 to
establish the W. Terry McBrayer Scholarship Fund and MSU announced the creation of the W. Terry McBrayer
Presidential Lecture Series in Government and Leadership.
He is survived by his children, Sarah McBrayer Savarie and John Lawton McBrayer; his sister, Judy McBrayer
Campbell; and his five grandchildren, Alex McBrayer, Mina McBrayer, Odin McBrayer, Beatrice Savarie and
Lucy Savarie.
Arrangements are pending.
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Regents to hold work session
The Morehead State University Board of Regents will hold a special called meeting on Friday, Oct. 16, at 10
a.m., via WebEx video teleconference.
A meeting of the MSU audit committee will precede the special board meeting at 9 a.m. via WebEx. The
committee will vote to accept the 2019-20 University audit report and will hear a report on the status of the
institution’s internal audit.
During the special meeting, the board will vote to ratify the amended 2019-20 University operating budget
and vote to adopt a resolution authorizing the sale of Morehead State University general receipts refunding
obligations. Dr. Bob Albert, former provost and past dean of the Elmer R. Smith College of Business and
Technology, will also be recognized by the board with the 2020 MSU Founder’s Award.
In addition, the board will:
•
•
•

Hear an update on University fundraising efforts from Vice President for University Advancement Jim
Shaw.
Vote to accept the 2019-20 audit report.
Vote to ratify personnel actions.

For more information, visit www.moreheadstate.edu/bor.
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School of Humanities and Social Sciences to host panel discussion on grand juries
Morehead State’s School of Humanities and Social Sciences will present a panel discussion entitled "Grand
Juries 101: Secrecy and Warrants" Wednesday, Oct. 14, from noon to 1 p.m.
The panelists will meet in Rader Hall 111, and the discussion will be streamed live to Rader Hall 112. Together,
these rooms can accommodate up to 40 audience members. A WebEx virtual room will be available for those
who want to watch remotely at https://moreheadstate.webex.com/meet/d.murphy. A video of the panel will
also be available on YouTube.
The panel members will include Joe Dunman, MSU assistant professor of legal studies and civil rights attorney;
David Grise, MSU visiting assistant professor of legal studies and former federal prosecutor in Washington D.C.
and Kentucky; and Amanda London, visiting assistant professor of criminology at MSU who previously worked
for the Kentucky Department of Corrections in Louisville. The goal of the panel is to help participants
understand the nature of grand juries and warrants.
“Students will have a view of grand juries from all sides and from inside the secret proceedings,” said Dr.
Dianna Murphy, associate dean for the School of Humanities and Social Sciences.
For more information about the panel, email Murphy at d.murphy@moreheadstate.edu.
For information on programs in MSU’s Department of History, Philosophy, Politics, Global Studies and Legal
Studies, visit www.moreheadstate.edu/hpil, email hpil@moreheadstate.edu or call 606-783-2655.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---

Stevens announced as 2020 recipient of Merl Fair Allen Memorial Scholarship
Summer Stevens, a graduate of Rowan County Senior High School, has been named the 2020 recipient of the Merl Fair
Allen Memorial Scholarship, a fund to benefit Morehead State University students.
“I want to greatly thank everyone who helped provide this scholarship to me,” Stevens said. “Not only is it going to make
college easier, but the Merl Fair Allen Memorial Scholarship will fuel my education in becoming whatever I want to be.
I’m very appreciative of this opportunity and will put it to great use.”
The scholarship’s namesake is the late Merl Fair Allen (48) of Morehead, who passed away in 2017 at the age of 89.
Allen was a 1944 graduate of Breckinridge Training School. She later graduated from then-named Morehead College in
1948 with a bachelor’s degree in home economics. She also received a master’s degree and Rank I certification from
MSU. As a student at Breck, Allen met her husband, the late John “Sonny” Allen (50). Sonny was a legendary baseball
and basketball player at Morehead State and later became a long-time MSU baseball coach (John Sonny Allen Field on
campus was named in his honor).
Allen taught high school home economics for 30 years. She served 32 years on the Board of Directors of the MSU
Alumni Association, including a two-year term as president. She followed that with two decades as secretary and member
of the Board of Trustees of the MSU Foundation. Allen volunteered for half a century at MSU and was later nominated to
the University’s Alumni Hall of Fame and named the 2003 recipient of the Founder’s Award for University Service.
The Merl Fair Allen Scholarship was created by Allen’s children Dwayne Edward Allen (84), Janie Allen Holbrook,
Susan Jeanette Allen Chin (77) and Patricia Allen James (79). Scholarship criteria include recipients being incoming
freshmen who are graduates of Rowan County Senior High School with a minimum high school GPA of 3.0.
Students interested in applying to this scholarship, along with other privately funded scholarships managed by the MSU
Foundation, should visit the online scholarship application at moreheadstate.awardspring.com.
For more information on this scholarship, or to establish your own, contact MSU’s Office of Alumni Relations and
Development at 606-783-2033, email giving@moreheadstate.edu or visit alumni.moreheadstate.edu.
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MSU mourns retiree and former department chair Richard Dandeneau
Morehead State University mourns the passing of retiree Dr. Richard J. Dandeneau, who died Thursday, Oct. 8,
2020, at Homestead Acute Care in Lexington at age 95.
Dandeneau was a professor of journalism and chair of the Department of Communications at MSU. He was
also an advisor to the student newspaper, “The Trail Blazer,” and served as a university representative to the
Kentucky Weekly Newspaper Association. He retired in 1990 and was recognized as a professor emeritus.
Dandeneau also taught at Southern Illinois University-Carbondale, the University of Illinois-Urbana, the
University of Miami (Florida) and the University of the Redlands in California. He also served as a public
relations writer for Michigan State University in the early 1950s.
He was born Feb. 27, 1925, in Detroit, Michigan and was a Navy veteran who served in WWII and served as a
U. S. Coast Guard Reserve officer at U.S. bases during the Vietnam Era from 1965-70.
He received a B.A. in journalism and English from Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware, Ohio, in 1948; an M.S.
in journalism from the University of Wisconsin, Madison, in 1953; and a Ph.D. in speech communication from
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, in 1961.
He was a member of the Lexington Singers, the Kentuckians Barbershop Chorus, and the Donovan Singers. He
took up learning to play the saxophone at age 82, playing in the Lexington New Horizons Band. He was
involved in choral music groups and taught himself to play the guitar.
In addition to his wife, Billie Jo (Barrows) Dandeneau, he is survived by daughters Sharon (Pete) Gibbons and
Judith (Richard) Calhoun; son John R. (Rocio) Dandeneau; stepdaughters Kelly (Manfred) Muschong, Merilee
Olson; sisters-in-law Maridy Dandeneau and Sara Barrows; grandchildren Dan (Christa) Dandeneau, Melissa
Medina, Kyle (Alex) Gibbons, Holly (Caleb) Gallagher, John (Savannah) Dandeneau, Christopher Dandeneau,
Austin King, Joe Muschong, Jenna Muschong, Michael Whitt, Bryan Whitt, and Christopher Whitt; 11 greatgrandchildren, several nieces and nephews.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, private graveside services with military honors will be held at a later date at
Camp Nelson National Cemetery in Nicholasville. Memorial donations may be made to the Alzheimer’s Disease
Research Fund (Sanders Brown Center on Aging), Morehead State University, or to a charitable organization of
one’s choice.
Donations in Dandeneau’s honor to the Soar to New Heights Scholarship Campaign may be made

at https://alumni.moreheadstate.edu/givetosoar. Checks can also be mailed to the Office of Alumni Relations
& Development, 150 University Blvd., Box 1887, Morehead, KY 40351. Please designate that your donation is
for the Soar to New Heights Scholarship Campaign.
Donations to the Alzheimer’s Disease Research Fund may be made at
https://uky.networkforgood.com/causes/5439-alzheimers-disease-research-fund-sanders-brown-center-onaging. Checks can be mailed to UKHC Philanthropy, SBCoA, P.O. Box 34184, Lexington, KY 40588.
Photo Caption: Dr. Richard Dandeneau assists Cathy Justice of Olive Hill with MTD training. Photo from the
1983 edition of The Raconteur.
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MSU professor contributes to NCA 2020 Outstanding Book Award-winning publication
Dr. Elizabeth Spencer, assistant professor of strategic communication for Morehead State University’s School
of English, Communication Media and Languages, contributed a chapter to a book that won the National
Communication Association’s (NCA) 2020 Outstanding Book Award.
Spencer’s chapter, “A Narrative Legacy of Family Care-giving,” appeared in the 2019 book “Women’s
Narratives of Health Disruption and Illness Within and Across Their Life Stories,” edited by Peter M. Kellett
and Jennifer M. Hawkins. The book, which explores the health complications and illnesses that women
experience throughout their lives, won this award in the NCA’s Communication and Aging Division.
“My chapter was an opportunity for me to share the story of being the daughter and caregiver for my
mother, who died from early-onset Alzheimer’s disease. She loved to read and my family lineage includes
generations of storytellers,” Spencer said. “This is a professional honor to be recognized by aging
communication scholars. It is also personally touching since this work is the embodiment of narrative medicine
and transformation in action. To me, this is a continuation of the narrative of loss, healing and hope.”
A resident of Lexington and native of Diamond, Missouri, this is Spencer’s first year serving as faculty for
MSU. She earned her Bachelor of Science in Communication, Public Relations emphasis with a minor in Mass
Communication from Missouri Southern State University in 2014. She later earned a Master of Arts in
Communication in 2015 from Pittsburg State University and a Ph.D. in Communication from the University of
Kentucky in 2020.
Her teaching experience includes strategic, organizational, health and interpersonal media. Her research
experiences include work on a National Institutes of Health grant to improve the quality of physicians’ end-oflife conversations with patients, research on how physicians communicate the cost of healthcare with their
patients, Kentucky newspaper coverage of health, and media messages to prevent opioid abuse in Appalachia.
To learn more about programs in MSU’s School of English, Communication, Media and Languages,
visit www.moreheadstate.edu/cml, email cml@moreheadstate.edu or call 606-783-2134.
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Brigham publishes research article
A research article co-written by Morehead State Assistant Professor of Accounting Stephen Brigham was recently
published in The Journal of Accounting, Ethics and Public Policy (Volume 21, Issue 3). Under the supervision of Professor
David A. Ziebart at the University of Kentucky, Brigham co-wrote "A Structural Equation Modeling Investigation of the
Theory of Planned Behavior Applied to Accounting Professors' Formal Enforcement of Cheating Rules."
The Theory of Planned Behavior, Brigham explained, states that people's behavioral attitudes, perceived social
pressures, and perceived abilities directly affect their intentions to engage in behaviors. Brigham used the theory to
explain which factors influence accounting professors' decisions to make formal academic misconduct complaints to
their appropriate university officials.
More than 1,200 accounting faculty from 23 countries completed surveys for the study. Brigham said he was surprised
by the results of the study, which showed that perceived social pressure played the least important role in influencing
formal enforcement, while attitude was the most important factor. Brigham said he keeps what he learned from his
research in mind when dealing with his students.
"In my case, when issues of formal enforcement arise, I remember to keep a good attitude," he said. "I remember that
although such enforcement can be unpleasant in the short term, it really is in the long-term interests of the university,
the students, and the public."
Brigham has presented his research at several conferences, most recently at the American Accounting Association's
2019 annual meeting in San Francisco.
A free copy of the article is available from the Social Science Research Network.
To learn more about MSU's School of Business Administration programs, visit www.moreheadstate.edu/business, email
cbt@moreheadstate.edu or call 606-783-2090.
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Board of Regents holds special called meeting
The Morehead State University Board of Regents held a special called meeting on Friday, Oct. 16 via WebEx
video teleconference.
Preceding the full board meeting, the audit committee met and accepted the 2019-20 University audit report.
They also heard a report on the status of the institution’s internal audit.
During the special meeting, the board ratified the amended 2019-20 University operating budget and adopted a
resolution authorizing the sale of Morehead State University general receipts refunding obligations. They also
heard an update on University fundraising efforts, accepted the 2019-20 audit report, and ratified personnel
actions.
In other business, the Board of Regents recognized Dr. Bob Albert, former provost and past dean of the Elmer
R. Smith College of Business and Technology, with the 2020 MSU Founders Award.
President Jay Morgan and the board recognized Dr. Monica Himes, assistant professor of social work; Goldie
Williams, director of counseling and health services; and the MSU rifle and cheerleading teams for their
outstanding leadership, service and dedication to the University.
The next meeting of the Board of Regents is scheduled for Dec. 3, 2020.
For more information, visit www.moreheadstate.edu/bor.
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MSU hosts virtual ceremony to crown Homecoming King and Queen
Students, alumni, faculty staff and friends of Morehead State University reconnected virtually to celebrate an annual
tradition with the crowning of MSU’s 2020 Homecoming Queen and King during MSU’s “HoCo @Home.”
Lacy Mortimer, senior from Salyersville, and Luke Kirk, senior from Cattletsburg, were crowned as this year’s
Homecoming Queen and King.
Members of the Homecoming Court are McKenzie Bentley (senior, Kimper), Elissa Craig (senior, Walton), Kallie Hellard
(senior, Lexington), Kaitlyn Rose (junior, Campton), Andrew Bray (senior, Harrodsburg), Daniel Mink (senior,
Somerset), Darby Pillow (senior, Chillicothe, Ohio) and Connor Tilford (senior, Paducah).
View Homecoming Court Here (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6fYS1Yy-2zc).
For a full schedule of student activities, visit www.moreheadstate.edu/homecoming or contact the Campus Activities
Board at cab@moreheadstate.edu or 606-783-2071.
To learn more about MSU “HoCo @Home” activities for alumni and friends,
visit alumni.moreheadstate.edu/homecoming or contact the Office of Alumni Relations and Development at 800-783ALUM (2586) or alumni@moreheadstate.edu.
Photo Caption: Luke Kirk (left), a senior from Cattletsburg, and Lacy Mortimer (right), a senior from Salyersville, were
crowned MSU’s 2020 Homecoming King and Queen during MSU’s “HoCo @Home.”
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Former MSU psychology professor Dr. James Gotsick dies
Morehead State University is mourning the passing of long-time and beloved psychology professor Dr. James
E. Gotsick, who died Tuesday, Oct. 13, at 86.
A native of Kaska, Pennsylvania, Gotsick earned a Bachelor of Science and a Master of Education from
Pennsylvania State University and a doctorate from Syracuse University. He served as a research associate in
psychology at Purdue University and as a research associate in psychiatry at the University of Kentucky.
Gotsick came to MSU as a faculty member in 1968. As a psychology professor, he was well-liked by students,
held high standards in the classroom, and was known for allowing them to bring 3x5 notecards filled with notes
for his exams. He taught both undergraduate and graduate-level courses, was the author and co-author of
numerous articles in professional publications, received multiple research grants, and presented his papers for
various scientific conferences and meetings.
Gotsick held appointments as dean of the Graduate and Extended Campus program and dean of the College of
Education and Behavioral Sciences. He served as director of Graduate and Special Academic Programs and
interim director for the Appalachian Graduate Consortium in partnership with Pikeville University (then
Pikeville College) in 1991.
He was the recipient of the 1986 Distinguished Researcher Award and the 1990 Distinguished Teacher Award,
only the second person to receive both honors at the time. Gotsick was granted emeritus status in 1997 and
continued teaching part-time until he officially retired from MSU in 2001.
He is survived by his wife, Priscilla, and his children, Timothy, Katie and Jonathan, as well as their spouses and
four grandchildren.
Arrangements are pending.
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Middleton’s latest documentary to be featured at 2020 Rivers Edge
International Film Festival
Steve Middleton (04, 08), instructor of mass communication and documentary filmmaker, will have his latest work “The
Show Starts at Dark” showcased next month at the 2020 Rivers Edge International Film Festival in Paducah,
Kentucky. The festival takes place from Nov. 12 through Nov. 15.
“The Show Starts at Dark” examines the last remaining operating drive-in movie theaters in Kentucky through the
owners, fans and travelers who still take the time to enjoy them every weekend.
“'The Show Starts at Dark’ grew out of the idea that I saw an abandoned drive-in theater and thought it looks more
lonesome than an empty birdcage. So, I started researching how many drive-ins were left in Kentucky. I started traveling
to them all and filming how they still operated,” Middleton said. “The story is simple and covers partly nostalgia but also
how hard-working people are still bringing movie fans a unique experience in a new era.”
The River’s Edge International Film Festival in Paducah is a four-day event build around showcasing independent films
from across the country and worldwide. This film will be Middleton’s second to be showcased at the festival, with the
first being “Between the Rock and the Commonwealth” in 2018.
Middleton earned a Bachelor of Arts in Communication in 2004 and Master of Arts in Applied Communication in 2008,
both from MSU. As an instructor at MSU since 2008, he specializes in courses covering mass communication,
documentary and video production, television production and social media management.
Middleton’s documentary films focus on the stories of Appalachia and the American South. They have been featured at
international film festivals and broadcast on Kentucky PBS affiliate Kentucky Education Television, Arkansas PBS
affiliate Ozark Mountain Television, West Virginia Public Broadcasting and WOSU Ohio Public Media.
Middleton can be reached at 606-783-9583 or s.middleton@moreheadstate.edu.
To learn more about programs in MSU’s Department of Communication, Media and Languages,
visit www.moreheadstate.edu/cml, email cml@moreheadstate.edu or call 606-783-2134.
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MSU Career Services to host virtual recruiting sessions
Morehead State University’s Office of Career Services will host several virtual recruiting sessions to connect
MSU students and alumni with potential employers.
Deloitte Consulting will hold a virtual information session at 3 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 22. Republic National
Distributing Company (RDNC) will have an online information session at 3 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 28. Sign up
for either or both sessions at https://forms.gle/xEG6uiiXSRqWhnVR7.
“Career Services is excited to be hosting these two opportunities for our students and alumni to learn more
about internship and full-time opportunities,” said Megan Boone, director of the Office of Career Services. “The
fact that these organizations are choosing to recruit from MSU speaks to the quality of education that our
students receive.”
Deloitte is one of the world’s largest professional services networks and accounting firms. It impacts
government, healthcare, engineering and finance sectors and is looking to hire students and alumni in business,
management, psychology, human resources, economics, computer science and more. Deloitte is looking to
employ a project development analyst (human capital or technology) and summer interns.
RNDC specializes in wine and spirits and is one of the country’s biggest wholesale alcoholic beverage
distributors. RNDC serves as a brand-building and product expert liaison between suppliers and those who sell
or serve alcoholic beverages. The company is looking to hire business-minded and marketing-minded students
and alumni for summer internships, warehouse and driver positions and sales representative trainees.
To learn more about this event or ways to improve your resume-writing and interview skills,
visit www.moreheadstate.edu/career or contact the Office of Career Services at 606-783-2233
or careerservices@moreheadstate.edu.
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Grimes awarded the Colleen McCormick Memorial Scholarship
Christina Grimes, a graduate of Rowan County Senior High School, has been announced as the 2020 recipient
of the Colleen McCormick Memorial Scholarship, a fund to benefit MSU students. Grimes plans to major in
legal studies at MSU with a goal of attending law school.
“I am so honored to have been chosen as the recipient for the Colleen McCormick Memorial Scholarship, which
will help me begin to pursue my goal of obtaining a degree in legal studies,” Grimes said. “I am so excited for
these next four years and am so thankful for this scholarship supporting me along the way. It is truly making a
difference in my MSU experience.”
The Colleen McCormick Memorial Scholarship is awarded to incoming first-year students who are graduates of
Rowan County Senior High School and maintained a GPA of 3.0 or above.
Students interested in applying for this scholarship, along with other privately funded scholarships managed by
the MSU Foundation, should visit the online scholarship application at moreheadstate.awardspring.com.
For more information on this scholarship, or to establish your own, contact MSU’s Office of Alumni Relations
and Development at 606-783-2033, email giving@moreheadstate.edu or visit alumni.moreheadstate.edu.
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MSU Senior Medicare Patrol to host "Fraud Friday" webinar
series
Morehead State's Senior Medicare Patrol (SMP) will continue its Fraud Fridays educational series with
a webinar Friday, Oct. 30 at 11 a.m.
The speaker for the webinar is Travis Trumitch with the Illinois SMP, AgeOptions. Trumitch will discuss
how programs can reach underserved populations and rural communities by using partnerships and social
media. Trumitch said the webinar will discuss how to use the tools are your disposable to reach
underserved and rural communities, how to run a program remotely during a pandemic and best practices
to prevent fraud.
The webinar will be useful to Medicare beneficiaries, elder caregivers, those who want to learn more
about fraud and those interested in learning how to reach underserved populations.
“Usually, these seminars are done in person, but we decided that as long as we have COVID-19
restrictions in place, we’re going to continue to offer these seminars virtually through
WebEx,” said Helisha Tuerk, MSU Senior Corps programs coordinator/Kentucky state SMP coordinator
of volunteers. She added the program is gaining interest nationwide, and SMP coordinators from
Minnesota, North Dakota and other states will be attending the virtual event.
Those interested in attending the webinar should email Tuerk at h.tuerk@moreheadstate.edu to register.
Recordings of the webinar will be available at www.moreheadstate.edu/fraudfridays.
Senior Medicare Patrol (SMP) empowers and assists Medicare beneficiaries, their families and caregivers
to prevent, detect and report health care fraud, errors and abuse through outreach, counseling and
education. SMPs are grant-funded projects of the federal U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
(HHS), U.S. Administration for Community Living (ACL). The group's focus is on outreach and
education, engaging volunteerism and fraud complaint referrals.
To learn more, visit www.moreheadstate.edu/smp, email Tuerk at h.tuerk@moreheadstate.edu or call
606-783-2085.
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Dr. Bob Albert receives MSU’s 2020 Founders Award
Dr. Robert “Bob” Albert (84, 85), a long-time former faculty member and administrator at Morehead State
University, has been selected as this year’s recipient of the Founders Award for University Service.
The MSU Board of Regents established the Founders Award for University Service in 1978. The award
provides recognition to individuals who have given superior service to Morehead State University throughout
their time as a University employee or volunteer. The presentation of the 2020 Founders Award will be made at
a later date.
“I had the opportunity to work with some outstanding colleagues during my time at MSU,” Albert said. “I was
fortunate to have had the opportunity to hold some significant leadership roles and had it not been for such
outstanding colleagues, I would not have remained in these leadership roles. It is really the team around you that
makes a leader.”
A native of Dayton, Ohio, Albert is a two-time graduate of MSU who earned a bachelor’s degree in English in
1984 and a Master of Business Administration in 1985. He completed his Ph.D. degree in finance from the
University of Cincinnati in 1992. Albert joined MSU’s faculty in 1995 to teach courses in finance. He served as
interim dean for one year before being named dean of the College of Business in July 1999. As dean, he helped
lead efforts for the official naming of the college as the Elmer R. Smith College of Business and Technology.
During his tenure at MSU, Albert served as chair of the Intercollegiate Athletics Committee, the president of the
Morehead-Rowan County Chamber of Commerce, chair of NewCity Morehead, and president for the Southern
Business Administration Association.
In Albert’s last administrative role with MSU, he served as interim provost and vice president for academic
affairs from July 1, 2018, until his retirement on June 30, 2020. Albert provided leadership during one of the
institution’s most difficult periods addressing the challenges of COVID-19 and the pivot to online instruction in
Spring 2020.
“As did most universities, we made the difficult decision to close the residence halls and finish the semester
nearly fully online. During these changes, we also recognized the budgetary impact that the pandemic would
bring with it. President Morgan had done an outstanding job of positioning MSU well from a budgetary
perspective,” Albert said. “During this time, I felt fortunate to be working with Dr. Morgan, the other VPs, and
many outstanding faculty and staff at the university. It took a real team effort to navigate our way through this
health crisis.”

Albert said that while receiving the Founders Award is a tremendous honor, an even greater honor came from
his time helping students and forming bonds at MSU.
“I have great memories of colleagues in the business college and across campus. We all learned how to work
hard together, achieved some great outcomes and had fun along the way,” he said. “I’ll always look back fondly
on my time at MSU.”
For more information about alumni recognition, contact MSU’s Office of Alumni Relations and Development
at 606-783-2033, email giving@moreheadstate.edu or visit alumni.moreheadstate.edu.
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MSU alumna takes teaching position at Hindman Settlement School
Sarah Kate Morgan (19), of Sharps Chapel, Tennessee, has spent her life making music, playing the mountain
dulcimer. When she came to MSU, she wanted to incorporate her love of music into her studies. So, she chose
a degree in traditional music with a double minor in Appalachian studies and arts entrepreneurship. She was
the first traditional music student to choose the mountain dulcimer as her specialty instrument. Earlier this
year, she landed what she calls her dream job as folk arts education director at the Hindman Settlement
School in Knott County.
The school offers educational opportunities to students with dyslexia and their families, manages and
organizes community outreach program, and offers programming that promotes the rich cultural heritage of
Eastern Kentucky.
"The Hindman Settlement School has served the changing needs of Knott county and Eastern Kentucky for
over 100 years and I was thrilled to serve as part of this historic institution. This was one of my dream jobs for
a long time and I'm beyond the moon that I was brought on in August," Morgan said. "This job exists at the
perfect intersection of preserving traditional music and folk arts, educating young folks and building
community, all things I deeply care about."
Morgan said she chose to study at MSU because of the campus's welcoming environment and the uniqueness
of the traditional music program.
"There are so few traditional music programs in higher education and Morehead felt like the perfect fit for me.
I loved the size of the campus and student body; it's not so huge that it doesn't feel like home. And Eastern
Kentucky has an incredibly rich traditional music community and I wanted to attend school in a place where I
could be a part of it," she said.
MSU's traditional music program offers an intensive study of bluegrass, old-time, country, western swing,
blues, ballad singing, Celtic, gospel and more while receiving hands-on experience through performance
opportunities, outreach events with experienced faculty members, and interaction with musical artists and
professionals in the industry. Morgan praised her professors in all her programs of study and said everything
she studied at MSU prepared her for her career.
"I play music every single day as part of my work, so all the work I spent perfecting my craft as a musician and
all the related skills like studio recording, music theory, performance skills, and music history, was time

incredibly well spent. I use those skills on a daily basis. In addition to playing music with kids, I like to provide
historical and cultural context for the songs we sing. Because of the music history and Appalachian history
classes I took, I'm able to provide the kids within depth background to the music of this region and help them
find their own place in this region's music," she said.
Raymond McLain, director of the Kentucky Center for Traditional Music, said Morgan came to MSU with a
wealth of experience in music production, and he knew she would go on to do great things.
"Some students come and they have a lot of professional experience. In Sarah's case, she came to us already
having made several commercial recordings. But, she never rested on her laurels. She was always doing things
that were expanding her experience and skills," McLain said. "When she graduated, I knew she was going to
do great things somewhere, and I think the Hindman Settlement School is the perfect place for her. She's a
wonderful representative of MSU and our whole mountain culture."
To learn more about the Hindman Settlement School, visit www.hindman.org.
For information about MSU's Kentucky Center for Traditional Music and its programs, visit
www.moreheadstate.edu/kctm, email kctm@moreheadstate.edu or call 606-783-9001.
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Morehead State partners with National Rural Education Association for
Appalachian Hub
Morehead State University’s Ernst & Sara Volgenau College of Education is partnering with the National Rural
Education Association to create a new Appalachian Hub. As part of the Rural Schools Collaborative (RSC)
mission, this hub will assist rural schools and teachers from a four-state Appalachian region (Kentucky,
Tennessee, Virginia and North Carolina). These RSC hubs, established in various states and territories across
the U.S., help RSC and partners exchange stories and information, collaborate on projects and seek funding
opportunities to support rural schools.
“We will strive to capitalize on existing assets and continue to bridge the gap between higher education and
schools throughout Appalachia,” said Dr. Shane Shope, associate professor in the Education Leadership
Program in the Volgenau College of Education. “We are honored to be the newest member of RSC's Rural Hub
program and consider this a great opportunity for Morehead State University and the Volgenau College of
Education to grow and impact rural communities.”
Among the efforts that will involve RSC Appalachian Hub partners will be the Celia B. Godsil Grants in Place
Fellows Program, which provides grants to rural schoolteachers that emphasize place-based learning action
research with their students. RSC is also in the process of putting together a Youth Educators Advisory (YEA)
Council and producing a series of podcasts in conjunction with its I Am A Rural Teacher initiative.
Dr. Antony Norman, dean of the Volgenau College of Education, said he is encouraged by this partnership’s
possibilities.
“This collaborative in particular is giving us some really concrete examples and models,” Norman said. “As we
look at other models, we can start to find markers of success that go beyond meeting accreditation and state
standards. We can start to say, here are four or five skills, values, beliefs that we want to instill in our students
that would make them, beyond just good rural educators, but the best of the best.”
Norman, an Appalachian Hub contact, can be reached at adnorman@moreheadstate.edu or by calling 606-7832162.
To learn more about MSU’s Ernst and Sara Lane Volgenau College of Education and its programs, call 606783-2162 or visit www.moreheadstate.edu/education.
For the next five years, MSU will be discounting graduate tuition on all 600-level courses within
the Volgenau College of Education. For more details on the reduced tuition, as well as information on graduate

and certification programs offered by the Volgenau College of Education,
visit www.moreheadstate.edu/kyeducators.
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Annual Nearly Naked Mile event goes virtual for 2020
Morehead State University’s Student Alumni Ambassadors (SAA) will host a virtual version of its annual
Nearly Naked Mile charity run. The event will take place Tuesday, Oct. 27.
In its 14th year, the mile-long charity benefit run and coat drive will once again have participants run or walk
“nearly naked” (clothing is required) to simulate the feeling of not having a coat in winter months. Proceeds
from the event go toward purchasing coats for local school-aged children through the Rowan County Youth
Resource Center.
To ensure MSU COVID-19 guidelines are met, race participants will pick their own race route. Participants can
run on campus, in downtown Morehead or even in their hometown. Participants will track their route and time
on a running application and submit a photo of it to be entered to win prizes. There will also be additional prizes
for photos posted on social media of participants in costumes.
“This annual event is a tradition on campus,” said J.T. Fitzpatrick, Student Alumni
Ambassador philanthropy chair and space systems engineer from Georgetown. “We are excited to be able to
offer students a virtual way to participant this year and help local children in our community.”
Registration for the event is $5 and all registrants are eligible to receive a 2020 Nearly Naked Mile T-shirt. Tshirts will be mailed to all participants after the race. To register online, visit alumni.moreheadstate.edu/NNM.
For more information about this event, contact the Office of Alumni Relations and Development at 606-7832033, alumni@moreheadstate.edu.
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MSU Grad School Online Open House is Oct. 29
Morehead State University’s Graduate School will hold an Online Open House from 2 to 5 p.m. on Thursday, Oct. 29.
The online event will allow those interested in continuing their education at MSU to chat with Graduate School advisors.
Those who attend the event will receive a promotional code to waive the $30 application fee.
Dr. Susan Maxey, director of graduate programs, said the event would give students a chance to ask any questions before
the start of the academic year. In addition to learning about MSU’s 70 graduate programs and dozens of graduate-level,
non-degree programs, Maxey said students will also learn about the Graduate School’s online options.
“Numerous programs are totally online, so in this environment of staying home, we make it easy to pursue a degree with
convenience,” she said.
MSU has frozen tuition for all undergraduate and graduate-level programs and the Volgenau College of Education is
reducing graduate tuition nearly $200 per credit hour as a commitment to our teachers in the Commonwealth for the next
five years. Additional details are available at www.moreheadstate.edu/kyeducators.
“We are excited to offer a graduate tuition freeze and discounts for specific programs. Some of our programs are the same
price as undergraduate tuition,” Maxey said.
Visit the Graduate School Online Open House at https://samba.live/live/ww/msugradoh on Oct. 29 from 2 to 5 p.m. or
visit www.moreheadstate.edu/gradschool for information about the open house and MSU graduate programs.
To learn more about several initiatives MSU has implemented to help families during the COVID-19 pandemic,
visit www.moreheadstate.edu/commitment.
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Grupe and colleagues observe black hole flare
Dr. Dirk Grupe, associate professor of astrophysics and space science and Morehead State, recently used
NASA’s NuSTAR telescope to detect a flare from one of the most massive black holes known.
Grupe made the observation along with his colleague, Stephanie Komossa at the Max Plank Institute of Radio
Astronomy in Bonn, Germany. Grupe’s students at MSU assisted with the project by analyzing the data
collected by Grupe and Kmossa.
OJ 287 is a blazar hosting a black hole with a mass 18 billion times that of the Sun at a distance of five billion
lightyears. Not only is this one of the most massive black holes in existence, but observation suggests it is a
binary black hole system. OJ 287 is orbited by a smaller companion black hole that is 150 million times more
massive than the Sun. These black holes are about 1000 times and 40 times more massive than the black hole at
the center of our own Milky Way galaxy. OJ 287 is the only plunging binary supermassive black hole system
currently known and provides a unique laboratory to study black hole feeding, jet formation, and general
relativity.
Grupe said there is much to be learned from the discovery.
“The discovery of the April 2020 flare is important because it is an after flare that is predicted by the binaryblack hole model,” Grupe said. “What most people are not aware of is that when you are in research a lot of the
day-to-day work seems to be kind of boring to most people but getting the data analysis done is necessary to
make discoveries. What looks repetitive is actually not because when you open a new data set from an
observation, you never know what you get. So, finding an object in an extreme state is always exciting because
it allows us to study the physics that is going on in these objects.”
The passage of the smaller black hole through the disk of material around the larger black hole can also cause
after-flares of emission seen in the X-rays. Grupe and Komossa have been monitoring OJ 287 since late 2015
with NASA’s Swift satellite looking for these flares and after-flares. In a recently published paper, Grupe and
collaborators reported a flare of ultraviolet and X-ray emission from OJ 287 detected between April and June of
this year, nearly a year after the impact flare in July 2019. Once the after-flare was detected with Swift, Grupe
and Komossa quickly triggered additional observations with NuSTAR and other X-ray telescopes to study the
flare.
These flashes have been recorded by astronomers since 1891, first on photographic plates, then on electrical
devices, and, most recently, from observatories in space. OJ 287 sometimes gets bright enough to be seen with
binoculars during these events, making it amongst the most distant objects visible without a telescope.

To learn more about programs in MSU’s Department of Physics, Earth Science and Space Systems
Engineering, visit www.moreheadstate.edu/phes, email phes@moreheadstate.edu or call 606-783-2381.
Morehead State is a NASA Space Grant University. The Space Grant national network includes over 850
affiliates from universities, colleges, industry, museums, science centers, and state and local agencies.
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Morehead Writing Project holds virtual writing events
The Morehead Writing Project (MWP) is offering a pair of virtual writing events. The first one takes place Oct.
26-27 and the second event will happen Nov. 2-3.
The events coincide with the National Writing Project’s #WriteOut event. These virtual writing events are
geared toward young writers in grades 6-12 and are by invitation only.
Since the COVID-19 pandemic forced the National Writing Project to cancel many of its spring writing
marathons, they created virtual writing marathons through collaborators like MWP. Dr. Deanna Mascle,
instructor of English at MSU and director of the MWP, said MWP is collaborating with Rowan County Middle
School in Morehead and Montgomery County High School in Mt. Sterling to construct a virtual writing
marathon for writers in middle and high school. They are also receiving support from Dr. Alison Hruby, English
education coordinator at MSU, and some of her students.
MWP teachers with interested teen and tween writers can contact Mascle at 606-783-5280
or d.mascle@moreheadstate.edu to access the invitation for these virtual writing events.
For more information on the Morehead Writing Project, visit www.moreheadwritingproject.org.
For information about English programs at MSU, visit www.moreheadstate.edu/english,
email english@moreheadstate.edu or call 606-783-9448.
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MSU’s Winter Sessions allow students to get ahead during holiday season
Morehead State University is once again providing students with an opportunity to pick up a few extra credit
hours during winter break.
Since MSU’s fall semester will end on Nov. 24, MSU’s Winter Sessions will occur during two different time
frames.
Winter Session 2020 will take place from Dec. 14, 2020, through Jan. 8, 2021. There will also be an extended
Winter Session II that will occur from Dec. 3, 2020, through Jan. 8, 2021. This year, winter sessions will
include both online and hybrid course delivery.
Winter Sessions provide current MSU students, new MSU students or students visiting from another
institution an affordable and convenient way to take advantage of MSU’s high-quality academic programs.
For more information about MSU’s Winter Sessions, including application and course information, resources
and FAQs, visit www.moreheadstate.edu/winter.
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Hough Scholarship recipients announced
The Morehead State University Foundation has announced the recipients of the Bertha Ross Hough Scholarship, a fund to
benefit Morehead State University students. In its inaugural year, the Hough Scholarship is providing awards to nine
recipients.
This annual scholarship is in partnership with the St. Claire HealthCare Foundation and awarded through the MSU Foundation.
The fund provides awards to students who have been accepted into a nursing program at MSU and who reside in Bath,
Carter, Elliott, Menifee, Morgan or Rowan County. The scholarship’s namesake, Bertha Ross Hough, passed away in 2013 after
being diagnosed with pancreatic cancer. The family created this scholarship to support future nurses and honor the nurses who
cared for Hough with kindness and compassion.
“It’s gratifying to know that the Bertha Hough Fund will again benefit students from Rowan and surrounding counties pursuing
education in the healthcare field,” said Hough’s daughter Bobbie Hough Caudill.
This year’s recipients are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Olivia Ballard, freshman from Frenchburg
Sabrina Boggs, sophomore from Olive Hill
Amanda Carter, junior from West Liberty
Madison Evans, sophomore from Olive Hill
Abigail Gillispie, senior from Grayson
Sasha Hart, sophomore from Olive Hill
Adrianna Kerns, junior from Morehead
Shannon Mabry, junior from Olive Hill
Erin May, senior from West Liberty

Students interested in applying for this scholarship, along with other privately funded scholarships managed by the MSU
Foundation, should visit the online scholarship application at moreheadstate.awardspring.com.
For more information on this scholarship, or to establish your own, contact MSU’s Office of Alumni Relations and
Development at 606-783-2033, email giving@moreheadstate.edu or visit alumni.moreheadstate.edu.
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Morehead State Space Science Center receives ARC grant
Morehead State University's Space Science Center has received a grant from the Appalachian Regional
Commission (ARC) to update facilities and equipment.
The Space Science Center will receive $622,902 from a nearly $3.7 million in funds awarded to seven projects
in Eastern Kentucky counties. The Kentucky Department for Local Government distributed the funds.
MSU will use the funds to upgrade the Star Theater, which is an essential part of the center's community
outreach efforts.
"The theater's current projection system is outdated, failing and nearly obsolete. This means that any parts
that fail would now be difficult, if not impossible, to repair or replace," said Amanda Holbrook, ground station
manager and scheduler for the Space Science Center. "The ARC grant allows us to upgrade the theater with a
brand new, state of the art digital projection system."
The Star Theater features educational and entertainment programming for K-12 schools, civic groups,
organizations, and the general public. It is also used as a lecture space for astronomy and astrophysics
courses.
The grant from ARC will also be used to partially fund the installation of a new satellite tracking antenna at the
Space Science Center to assist with student training and to support NASA space missions.
"Morehead State University is pleased to have the support the ARC and the governor in furthering the
development of our Space Science Center, as well as the development of STEM-based education in Kentucky,"
MSU President Dr. Jay Morgan said in a press release from Gov. Andy Beshear's Office.
For more information about the Space Science Center at Morehead State University, visit
www.moreheadstate.edu/ssc.
To learn more about programs in MSU's Department of Physics, Earth Science and Space Systems Engineering,
visit www.moreheadstate.edu/phes, email phes@moreheadstate.edu or call 606-783-2381.

Morehead State is a NASA Space Grant University. The Space Grant national network includes over 850
affiliates from universities, colleges, industry, museums, science centers, and state and local agencies.
Photo caption: MSU President Dr. Jay Morgan, right, and Gov. Andy Beshear, left.
Photo Credit: Office of the Governor.
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Apply to MSU for free this fall
For 17 consecutive years, U.S. News and World Report has ranked Morehead State University as one of the top public
regional universities in the South – and in the top 20 for 2020-21.
This ranking recognizes MSU for our acceptance rates, graduation rates, admissions selectivity and small class sizes.
At Morehead State, you can work with faculty who invest in your progress through research and experiential learning.
We will help you develop skills for your future career, including critical thinking and teamwork. Our faculty and staff will
help guide you from the moment you set foot on campus to the day you graduate.
About 94% of our students receive some type of financial aid and MSU offers a wide range of scholarships including
merit and need-based aid.
Apply now and use code “beaker2021” and we’ll waive the $30 application fee through Oct. 31. Visit
www.moreheadstate.edu/admissions.
If you’d like to come see for yourself why Morehead State is a great choice, MSU offers campus tours throughout the
year, Monday through Friday. Schedule your visit at www.moreheadstate.edu/visit or call 800-585-6781.
We know it’s not always possible to come to campus. We want to connect with you and answer your questions no
matter where you are. Check out our virtual opportunities at www.moreheadstate.edu/virtualvisit, or visit
www.moreheadstate.edu/admissiontalk to schedule an appointment with your admissions counselor.
For more information, call the Office of Enrollment Services at 606-783-2000, 800-585-6781 or email
admissions@moreheadstate.edu.
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Volgenau College of Education receives KDE special education grant funds
Morehead State’s Ernst and Sarah Lane Volgenau College of Education will benefit from a grant awarded to the Kentucky
Department of Education (KDE) to support special education programs.
The funding comes from the KDE's Office of Special Education and Early Learning, which was awarded a competitive grant
from the U.S. Department of Education’s Office of Special Education Programs. The Kentucky LEADS (Leading, Educating,
Advocating for Directors of Special Education) Academy is a five-year, $1 million federal grant designed to facilitate system
change by increasing the number and capacity of certified directors of special education (DoSEs) and early intervention service
leaders to improve services and results for children with disabilities.
“It is a great opportunity for MSU to be involved in the Kentucky LEADS Academy. We look forward to assisting more students
to go into leadership roles for Special Education and Early Intervention,” said Dr. April Miller, professor of education and chair
of the Department of Early Childhood, Elementary, and Special Education.
In partnership with Kentucky’s Part C Early Intervention Services, Morehead State University, Western Kentucky University,
Murray State University and the Kentucky Parent Training and Information Center, the Kentucky LEADS Academy will work
toward achieving three goals: to recruit more students to earn the director of special education certification; to increase the
number of people whose job description includes supervising, directing, administering or coordinating special education
programs who have attained the certification, and; to expand and enhance the existing state network to ensure that state,
regional and local leaders have the knowledge, skills and access necessary to improve early childhood and educational
outcomes for children with disabilities and their families through the systems that serve them.
"We in the Volgenau College of Education are excited about the opportunity to collaborate with our university and state
education partners as we seek to support P-12 schools' ability to serve their students with special needs,” said Dr. Tony
Norman, dean of the Volgenau College of Education. “Although each of us may be doing well in our own sphere, all of us, and
certainly our P-12 partners, will benefit as we share our knowledge and expertise to better prepare and increase the number
of directors of special education."
For more information about programs in the Volgenau College of Education, visit www.moreheadstate.edu/education, email
Norman at adnorman@moreheadstate.edu or call 606-783-2162.
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Advance Registration begins Nov. 4
Morehead State University will hold advance registration for Winter Sessions 2020 and the Spring 2021
semester Nov. 4-10.
Students should meet with their academic advisors before advance registration. For questions about academic
advising, contact your academic department or visit www.moreheadstate.edu/advising.
Students register for classes at my.moreheadstate.edu. After logging in, students should go to the Student SelfService page, click “Student Planning” and then click “Go to Plan and Schedule” to register. Students can
search for classes by the term, course number or subject and filter their results to find the specific courses they
need.
View the schedule for advance registration at www.moreheadstate.edu/registernow.
For more information, including a tutorial on registering for classes, visit www.moreheadstate.edu/self-service,
call the Office of the Registrar at 606-783-2008 or email registrar@moreheadstate.edu.
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MSU closed for Election Day
Morehead State University will be closed Tuesday, Nov. 3, for the presidential election. Classes will not meet
and administrative offices will be closed.
The Camden-Carroll Library will be closed.
Campus dining services will operate under normal hours.
The University Store will be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The University Post Office will be open form 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
The Recreation and Wellness Center will be open from 3 to 9 p.m.
The MSU Police Department will be open with officers available 24/7. For non-emergencies, call 606-783-2035
or sue the LiveSafe app on your smartphone. In the event of an emergency, always call 911.
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Wiley to serve on state Board of Student Body Presidents
Emily Wiley, president of Morehead State’s Student Government Association, has been elected to serve as
vice chair of the Kentucky Board of Student Body Presidents (KBSBP).
The KBSBP works directly with the Council on Postsecondary Education (CPE). It is represented by 10 schools
across the state, including: MSU, Murray State, Western Kentucky University, Eastern Kentucky University,
Northern Kentucky University, the University of Louisville, the University of Kentucky, the Kentucky
Community and Technical College System, Kentucky State University, and an independent school chosen at
random each year.
As vice chair, Wiley is charged with planning the Rally for Higher Education, typically held in February or March
in Frankfort, where college students advocate for higher ed to their respective legislators. Also, Wiley is
working on initiatives to inform students across Kentucky about legislation that is on the floor regarding higher
education and how to get involved in their state/federal legislature.
Wiley is an agriculture business major from London. She has previously served as a freshmen senator and vice
president of administration on the SGA Executive Board. She was named the 2018-19 emerging leader and
Senator of the Year. She also serves as a resident advisor and on the Panhellenic Judicial Board. She is a
member of Delta Zeta Sorority, Delta Tau Alpha and Student Alumni Ambassadors.
For more information about Morehead State's Student Government Association, visit
www.moreheadstate.edu/sga or call 606-783-2071.
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The Little Company’s ‘Treasure Island’ features returning alumni and unique
stage
Morehead State University’s School of Creative Arts and its touring children’s theatre, The Little Company,
will present its latest production as scheduled in ways no one – not even the cast and crew – ever expected.
Adapted from the Robert Louis Stevenson classic, “Treasure Island” takes place at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 5,
through Saturday, Nov. 7, and Thursday, Nov. 12, through Saturday, Nov. 14. Performances will also be
available for view on Sundays at 2 p.m. on Nov. 8 and Nov. 15.
To give the audience a live performance while ensuring audience safety during the COVID-19 pandemic,
“Treasure Island” will be presented on a newly constructed outdoor stage at the Challenge Course in front of
MSU’s Recreation and Wellness Center. The show will have a drive-in format, allowing audience members to
drive to see the show, stay in their cars and watch the performance while listening to the show on the radio.
Attendees will also be given a “treasure box” with a treasure map and show souvenirs.
Purchasing a ticket to the live performance of “Treasure Island” also grants buyers access to a link to a recorded
version where the entire performance is done in the Victorian style of paper theatre, a performance duplicated in
miniature. The stop-motion audio show features paper dolls dressed in the show’s original costume designs,
along with music and sound effects.
“Treasure Island” chronicles the adventures of Jim Hawkins as he seeks out the buried treasure of a notorious
pirate. Vivian Snipes, artistic director for Lexington Children’s Theatre, adapted the script for this production.
Octavia Biggs, the show’s director and director of The Little Company, said once she knew the coronavirus
would affect the way MSU presents its theatrical season, she immediately started thinking of solutions.
“The challenge for me was to offer theatre majors an example of how to creatively problem-solve the issue and
to generate excitement during such a sad time in our history,” Biggs said. “This project is huge, and I hope that I
am making MSU proud and bringing attention to our University’s theatre department.”
In addition to showcasing students at both Rowan County Public Schools and MSU, some MSU theatre alumni
have returned to campus to lend their talents and experience to the production. MSU alumni who worked on
“Treasure Island” include stage manager Atlanta Boggs (20), sound designer Jonathan Modaff (12) and set
designer Chris Swanson (99, 01). Billy Ditty, who attended MSU from 1985 to 1990, designed the costumes for
both the drive-in and paper theatre performances.

“As the director of The Little Company, it is always my objective to find creative ways to challenge our current
students as well as connect them to the larger picture. MSU Theatre and The Little Company have a huge list of
professionals working all over the world in theatre. I want those alumni to be a resource to our current
students,” Biggs said. “When the pandemic hit, I kept hearing about friends and alums that had lost their jobs
and I wanted to reach out and offer an opportunity to be a part of something different. I am so thankful for The
Little Company and the plethora of experiences we have been able to offer to our students on campus.”
Tickets are $11 for the general public, $6 for seniors and non-MSU students and free with ID to MSU students.
Tickets must be paid in advance and limited spaces are available. MSU students can pick up their free tickets
and treasure box at the MSU Theatre box office. The MSU Theatre box office is open from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. For more information on “Treasure Island” and to view the production’s playbill,
visit www.moreheadstate.edu/treasureisland.
Online ticket purchase is available through the MSU University Store. Go
to www.bookstore.moreheadstate.edu and click on “Theatre and Dance Tickets” under the “Merchandise” tab
for online payment. Patrons should forward their confirmation email to mtdboxoffice@moreheadstate.edu to
verify receiving a link and password.
Drive-in performance attendees must remain in their vehicles for the duration of the show. “Treasure Island” is
approximately two hours long and there are no restrooms available.
Reservations are required for all MSU Theatre productions and can be made by calling 606-783-2170 or
emailing mtdboxoffice@moreheadstate.edu.
To learn more about MSU’s theatre program, visit www.moreheadstate.edu/theatre.

Photos: MSU theatre alumni and working theatre professionals like costume designer Billy Ditty, stage
manager Atlanta Boggs (20) and others returned to campus to work on MSU’s upcoming production of
“Treasure Island.”
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Morehead State professor Robyn Moore holds photography exhibit
Dr. Robyn Moore, assistant professor of photography at Morehead State, is exhibiting her work at Lexington
Arts League.
The exhibit, “Being in the Land,” features Moore’s landscape photography and features works created using
unique photography processes: pinhole photography, where light is passed through the pinhole to project an
inverted image onto the paper or film on the opposite end of the camera, and photopolymer gravure, which
uses a plate that can be inked and printed by pressure through an etching press to capture images.
“I have been photographing for ‘Being in the Land’ for around four years and I felt the time had come to
exhibit the project,” Moore said. “I do not feel that the series is quite complete so having an exhibition is a
good way to take stock of what I have done and contemplate what I need to do to finish the project. Exhibiting
the work helps create conversations with viewers about the project and these conversations also inform my
thinking about what to do next.”
In choosing which pieces to include in the exhibit, Moore said she takes a filmmaker’s approach.
“For every work that is on the wall, there are many, many works that have been put to bed in one of my many
portfolio cases,” she said. “Presenting a body of work is like creating a short experimental film; I see the show
as a sensory experience that, hopefully, is more rich and more evocative than any one work alone.” She added
she hopes the exhibit encourages reflection and contemplation in those who view it.
The exhibit runs through Nov. 6. To view an online gallery, visit www.lexingtonartleague.org/robynmoore.html. The exhibition can also be seen at the Lexington Arts League, located at 209 Castlewood Dr. in
Lexington. The gallery is open from noon to 5 p.m. Thursday through Saturday.
For information on programs in MSU’s Department of Art and Design, visit www.moreheadstate.edu/art,
email arde@moreheadstate.edu or call 606-783-2766.
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